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 In The Empirical Stance, Bas C. Van Fraassen presents two lectures on the topic of 

scientific revolution.1  Arguing from the empiricist perspective, he puts forth a theory of 

scientific revolution using experience as the sole epistemic tool.  According to Van Fraassen, our 

information about the world derives from experience, and we use our values and theoretical 

beliefs about the world to interpret our experiences.  From this framework, he concludes that 

scientific revolution consists of a rational process of suspending some elements of our theoretical 

beliefs and replacing them with new theories.  Furthermore, Van Fraassen argues that part of this 

revolutionary process requires an emotional leap akin to the transition felt during a sorrowful 

collapse or an angry tirade.  In Van Fraassen’s scientific revolution, we suffer a long buildup of 

evidence against the accepted theory, and when we can no longer hold our current theoretical 

beliefs, we throw them off violently and replace them with a new paradigm.  In the same way 

that anger can bring us into a strange new mindset, the revolutionary process brings us to 

entertain new scientific theories.  Due to our ability to suspend parts of our belief system without 

abandoning it in its entirety, Van Fraassen contends that this process is rational. 

In this paper, I will argue that Van Fraassen’s emotional mechanism for scientific 

revolution is wrongheaded in several ways.  Firstly, he attempts to develop a rational model of 

scientific revolution with many clearly irrational elements.  For example, his comparison of the 

revolutionary process to emotional leaps undermines his later claims about the rationality of 

                                                 
1 “Lecture 3: Scientific Revolution/Conversion as a Philosophical Problem” and “Lecture 4: Experience (Epistemic) 
Life Without Foundations.” 
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belief suspension.  Furthermore, Van Fraassen sees scientific revolution as a largely 

individualistic process giving little attention to the scientific community during revolution.  In 

particular, he fails to devote any attention to the reluctance of the older generation to give up old 

theories in the face of new ones presented by the younger generation.  Combining Van 

Fraassen’s analysis with the work of Larry Laudan and Ernan McMullin, I will present a view of 

scientific revolutionary that is less emotional, more gradual, and more community-centered than 

the one discussed by Van Fraassen. 

 To begin this discussion of scientific revolution, it is important to first address the idea of 

science as a rational practice.  Perhaps the most important aspect of scientific revolution is that it 

leads us to question the view of science as fully rational.  Regardless of the specific nature of 

scientific revolution, some such revolutions involve a drastic change in the methodology, 

epistemology, and values of the scientific community.  Certain revolutions, such as the quantum 

mechanical revolution that I will discuss later, entail a change in the very conception of what 

scientists hold as a good theory.  Since rationality in science depends heavily on the process of 

determining good theories, revolution would seem to undermine the very foundations of 

rationality in science.  Since scientific revolution seems to act outside the framework of scientific 

rationality, it could be an irrational or non-rational process. 

 In both lectures, Van Fraassen examines the above problem extensively while outlining 

his theory of scientific revolution.  He claims that if scientific revolution is found to be irrational, 

we will “find ourselves ruefully admitting that we came to our present fortunes by luckily 

vindicated lapses of reason or leaps of faith, perhaps taken only in sheer desperation” (111).  

This is the danger of seeing scientific revolution as irrational: it reduces scientific progress to 
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dumb luck.  Van Fraassen contends that we do not see science in that way, and that a different 

mechanism is at work during scientific revolution. 

 Van Fraassen sees the problem of scientific revolution as one of a seemingly one-sided 

rationality.  He claims: “a change in view is properly called radical or revolutionary only if the 

posterior view is absurd relative to the prior one” (111).  For example, he contends that 

Newtonian scientists would find the Einsteinian idea that mass varies with velocity 

unformulatable in their terms.  For them, mass is defined as a property of matter that remains 

constant, and is never gained or lost.  This rephrases the revolutionary problem as a linguistic 

one in which theorists in competing paradigms do not have the necessary vocabulary and 

linguistic connections to understand each other.  Furthermore, Van Fraassen states: “From the 

posterior point of view, the prior can be made intelligible and the change ratified.  From the prior 

position, however, the posterior view was absurd and the transition to it possible but incapable of 

justification” (65).  Here, we see what Van Fraassen feels is an asymmetry in scientific 

revolution.  The post-revolutionary scientists can examine the revolution and see that it was, in 

fact, justified by their rationality.  For the pre-revolutionary scientists, however, the idea of 

revolution is unintelligible and absurd.   

 The above analysis helps to better explain the problem of rationality in scientific 

revolution and to suggest at least one possible solution.  In Lecture 4, Van Fraassen tries to show 

how incommensurable theory jumps can be rational through the suspension of beliefs and the 

development of a new linguistic system.  In his words: “We can suspend part of what we take for 

granted, as long as we are willing to rely on a sufficiently large part of our language and prior 

opinion to describe the suspended part and its possible connections with the world” (139).  Here, 

Van Fraassen argues that it is possible to move rationally from one linguistic system without the 
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necessity of a prior “blueprint” or specific guidelines for the transition.  To do this, we must 

suspend some opinion and explore its connections with the world using our other linguistic 

connections.  Furthermore, Van Fraassen states that any such transition is made with great fear 

and that it requires a courageous leap for the person involved.  Such would clearly be the case for 

anyone who is attempting to overhaul the scientific underpinnings of his or her world. 

 Looking at the example of a Netwonian scientist presented with the idea that mass 

changes with velocity, Van Fraassen’s claims of linguistic suspension seem correct.  In this case, 

the scientist will try to comprehend the idea that mass changes with velocity.  To do this, he or 

she will need to somehow describe this new property using the vocabulary of the old theory.  

While this may seem impossible at first, the incorporation of new terms from relativity will allow 

the scientist to make headway and eventually gain an understanding of a new conception of mass.  

During the process, the scientist will have a full spectrum of mathematical and scientific 

knowledge to assist in the transition.  By relying on prior opinion and language, the scientist is 

able to gain the new linguistic connections necessary to understand the scientific revolution as a 

rational shift; he becomes part of the a posteriori viewpoint.  Before the conversion, however, the 

scientist was not able to comprehend the new theory.  This conversion relies heavily on the 

rational evaluation of new concepts as they are incorporated into the scientist’s language.  

Clearly, the scientist can undergo this process in a systematic manner rather than relying solely 

on chance. 

 Using the previous analysis, Van Fraassen successfully describes a possible mechanism 

for rational theory choice during scientific revolution.  However, these claims seem to contradict 

his arguments in Lecture 3 describing the emotional aspects of scientific revolution.  In this 

lecture, Van Fraassen brings in Sartre’s account of emotions to describe the necessary transition 
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between theories during scientific revolution.  Van Fraassen believes that scientific revolutions 

occur when there is a sufficient buildup of empirical evidence against the current theory.  After 

there has been a considerable buildup of counter-evidence “only a leap of some sort (a leap of 

faith, a ‘throwing away of the prior,’ as the Bayesians say) will provide escape” (92).  He sees 

this leap as a necessary quality of revolution because it is allows scientists to re-associate their 

concepts as described above.  Faithful to his empiricist mindset, he uses empirical evidence as 

the main provider of this revolutionary buildup.  Thus, he contends that the true cause of 

scientific revolution lies in the experiences of the scientist, and he puts little weight on other 

justificatory factors (i.e. the development of a more aesthetically pleasing theory).  For Van 

Fraassen, this re-association requires such a great disturbance of fundamental concepts that the 

scientist must engage in it only with “great fear and trembling.”  The change in worldview 

necessary in a scientific revolution must delve into the fundamental workings of the human 

mindset, thus requiring an emotional mechanism. 

Seeking to further determine the form of this leap, Van Fraassen brings in Sartre’s view 

of emotions.  According to Van Fraassen, Sartre’s account takes “the plausible form of 

characterizing emotion as effecting a substitution of the bearable for the unbearable” (103).  For 

instance, a person experiences an emotional breakdown after circumstances have conspired to 

the point where a drastic alteration of his or her mindset is the only option.  Van Fraassen gives 

several examples in which emotion is used as a form of escapism.  For instance, a woman 

confessing to her therapist breaks down and cries, a man ordered to do a task that puts him in 

danger weakens and becomes short of breath, and someone who is treated with condescension by 

a bureaucrat stops filling out forms and resorts to a fit of anger (103).  In each of these situations, 
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Van Fraassen feels that the actor replaces a frightening or unsettling task with some form of 

setback behavior to escape the situation.  

 Van Fraassen draws the parallel between emotional breakdown and scientific revolution 

by stating that revolutionary science involves the same type of escapism.  He states: “The 

[emotional] conversion itself changes from something unintelligible to something that is 

certainly intelligible and allows for a rational posterior evaluation on its merits” (108).  For Van 

Fraassen, the experience of the Newtonian physicist attempting to understand mass changing 

with velocity is similar to the one experienced by the woman who breaks down during therapy.  

The physicist faces increasing empirical evidence against his theoretical framework and 

increasing pressure from the scientific community to change his view.  Eventually the scientist 

breaks down emotionally, throws off his prior language, and begins the process of learning the 

new theoretical framework necessary for the understanding of the new scientific paradigm.  The 

mechanism for the transition is the buildup of diminishing returns and empirical contradictions in 

the previous theory forcing eventual emotional escapism.  This is Van Fraassen’s story of 

scientific revolution. 

 While Van Fraasen’s view of scientific revolution is a compelling one, I object to it on 

two main grounds.  First, his attempt to incorporate emotion into an otherwise rational 

framework forces him into a contradictory set of theoretical assertions.  The scientist who must 

emotionally throw off the bounds of his prior language cannot act in a rational manner.  A 

scientist who flies into an angry tirade in the face of increasing empirical evidence is acting on 

his basest instincts and in an entirely irrational manner.  Indeed, Van Fraassen’s view of emotion 

is necessarily irrational because of the amount weight he gives it in the revolutionary transition.  

Without an irrational leap, Van Fraassen’s account cannot explain the scientist’s jump between 
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the prior theory and the new one.  Later in this paper, I will propose an alternate mechanism for 

scientific revolution that avoids the use of irrational emotions in an otherwise rational framework. 

 My second objection regards Van Fraassen’s failure to address the inherently 

community-based qualities of scientific revolution.  His individualistic, emotional conversion 

does not scale well to a large conversion of the scientific community.  Indeed, Van Fraassen 

mentions this problem offhandedly at the end of Lecture 3: “There are certainly enough 

directions as yet unexplored…the ramifications of how a social or communal epistemic 

enterprise can differ from that of an individual located in a community” (109), but he does not 

give it any further attention.  All his examples of emotional conversions are of a purely 

individualistic nature, and he does not give any attention to the emotions necessary for a full 

conversion of a scientific community.  Likely, if one scientist underwent such an emotional 

conversion, the other members of the community would provide a corrective force to move the 

wayward scientist back to the path of the old theory.  For a full revolution to occur, Van 

Fraassen’s model requires something akin to a mass panic, and this occurrence seems impossible 

in a community acting on the basis of the scientific process. 

Looking deeper at the problem of community in scientific revolution, it proves to further 

invalidate Van Fraassen’s focus on individual emotion as the revolutionary mechanism.  During 

a scientific revolution, there will undoubtedly be opposing schools for the old and new 

paradigms.  The new school will contain some followers who have been raised exclusively on 

the new paradigm, and the old school will contain some followers who will refuse to believe in 

the new paradigm even to the day of their death.  Indeed, it is possible to construct a revolution 

based entirely on the replacement of the old generation by the teachings of the new generation, 

but this picture is unsatisfying because it fails to explain the scientists who come to believe in the 
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new paradigm over the old.  If we take on Van Fraassen’s view, these scientists become subject 

to something akin to epistemic torture by the followers of the new school.  The new school must 

bombard the followers of the old with evidence until they finally undergo an emotional 

breakdown and accept the new theory.  In the same way that dictators are able to torture their 

rivals into submission, the followers of the new paradigm are able to repress the followers of the 

old through a form of epistemic mind control.  Clearly, this process cannot be rational. 

 To further address these two objections, I will next bring in some analysis from Larry 

Laudan and Ernan McMullin in attempt to reconstruct Van Fraassen’s emotional scientific 

revolution while maintaining it as a rational restructuring of the scientist’s language.  In 

“Dissecting the Holist Picture of Scientific Change,” Laudan reexamines the notion of scientific 

revolution by dividing scientific theories into three parts: ontology, methodology, and values.  

He argues that each part of a theory can change independently of the others, and he claims that 

large-scale scientific revolutions occur when the parts change in succession.  He introduces this 

problem as part of a discussion of consensus among the scientific community.  He states: “we 

solve the problem of consensus once we realize that the various components of a world view are 

individually negotiable and individually replaceable in a piecemeal fashion” (144).  For Laudan, 

scientific revolution consists of a rational stream of events that slowly replaces each part of the 

theoretical worldview.  In this way, scientists can rationally argue for their respective 

worldviews and eventually come to consensus about the solution.   

According to Laudan, when scientific revolution is examined from a broad perspective 

the conversion seems to be irrational, but when looking more closely it becomes clear that each 

step in the process is a rational move.  In his words: “The point…is that a sequence of belief 

changes which, described at the microlevel, appears to be a perfectly reasonable and rational 
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sequence of events may appear, when represented in broad brushstrokes…as a fundamental and 

unintelligible change of world view” (138).  Unlike Van Fraassen’s violent, emotional 

revolutionary picture, Laudan describes scientific revolution as a more gradual process of 

rationally replacing old theoretical ideas with new ones in a piecemeal fashion. 

 To further justify his theory of scientific revolution, Laudan describes what revolutionary 

change on the microlevel might look like.  He gives the following scenario: “If a scientist’s 

methodology fails to justify his ontology; if his methodology fails to promote his cognitive aims; 

if his cognitive aims prove to be utopian – in all these cases the scientist will have compelling 

reasons for replacing one component of his world view” (145).  Here, Laudan points out that 

there are many scientific conundrums that do not warrant the wholesale replacement of a 

theoretical model.  For instance, if a scientist finds that his scientific practices can no longer 

justify the theoretical models that he holds, he will be forced to change his scientific practices.  

This is precisely what occurred with the rise of quantum mechanics in the twentieth century.  

Scientists were forced to abandon the previous notion of deterministic cause and effect and take 

up a more probabilistic approach to describing particles.  The development of new experimental 

approaches allowed for the justification of probabilistic laws, such as the prediction of spin-up 

and spin-down electrons in the Einstein-Podolosky-Rosen experiment.2  Up until this time, 

scientists performed experiments and developed theories to predict outcomes, and probability 

was seen as an indication of ignorance.  For any probabilistic theory, scientists believed that 

there was a better theory that did not involve probability.  After this experiment, it was sufficient 

for scientists to probabilistically predict quantum mechanical outcomes.  This change in 

                                                 
2 In this experiment, the researchers performed a simple quantum mechanical reaction that resulted in two electrons.  
According to the laws of quantum mechanics, the electrons must have opposite spins.  The researchers found that 
quantum mechanics could not predict which electron would be spin-up and which would be spin-down.  It could 
only determine the probability of each result: clearly one-half in this case. See (Kosso 137) for more details. 
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methodology, however, did not result in a full shift of the scientific community to quantum 

mechanics.  The wholesale acceptance of the theories would only come after more 

experimentation and scientific formulation. 

One possible objection to Laudan’s view of scientific revolution over Van Fraassen’s is 

that it cannot deal with truly deep revolutions.  The terms of shallow and deep revolutions were 

outlined by Ernan McMullin in “Rationality and Paradigm Change in Science.”  In this paper, 

McMullin describes shallow revolutions as follows:  “These changes involved the formulation of 

a new and more comprehensive theory.  But they left more or less unchanged the epistemic 

principles governing the paradigm itself” (123).  Shallow revolutions are those that change the 

theoretical backgrounds of science, but they do not affect what is considered a good theory.  On 

the other hand, in deep revolutions: 

“In these cases, adoption of the new paradigm carries with it adoption of a somewhat 

different rationality at the metalevel.  The advantages of the new theory are so marked, in 

terms of a minimal level of shared values, that a shift in the values themselves is 

ultimately taken to be warranted.” (127). 

In McMullin’s deep revolutions, the very values that shape theory selection are affected.  For 

example, the quantum mechanical revolution overthrew the idea that scientific theories are better 

if they more precisely predict the outcomes of events.  After this revolution, scientists accepted 

that the quantum world is inherently probabilistic, and they no longer saw probability as a 

shortcoming in theories.  On the other hand, the Einsteinian revolution was a shallow revolution 

because both relativity and Newtonian physics are weighed using the same set of values. 

 At first, deep revolutions seem to pose a problem for Laudan’s piecemeal scientific 

revolution because it is difficult to imagine how a scientist could rationally change the very 
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values upon which his rationality is founded.  It is here that Van Fraasen’s idea of linguistic 

restructuring can help to better understand the process of deep revolution.  During a deep 

revolution, the scientist is faced with an irreconcilable problem.  She has rationally changed her 

ontological claims and scientific methodology to the point where they are incompatible with her 

values of what makes a good theory.  To make the final jump to the new paradigm, the scientist 

must abolish the very language of rationality upon which her science is built.  She is able to do 

this because she has already learned the language of the new theory during the replacement of 

her ontology and methodology in the previous steps.  There is only one possible way to regain 

consistency in her theory set, and that is to rebuild scientific rationality on a new set of values.  

Prior to the replacement of the scientist’s ontology and methodology, she could not even 

comprehend this move, but somewhere during the process this move became a rational 

alternative.  In this account of scientific revolution, there is no place for emotion as a driving 

mechanism of theory selection.  Thus, Van Fraassen’s irrationality is not introduced into the 

picture.  While emotions may occur in the process, as they should in any scientist who takes his 

or her profession seriously, they are not involved in theory selection.  The theory selection 

process is fully rational. 

 Furthermore, this new view of scientific revolution helps to better address the problem of 

community and consensus in theory selection.  If theory choice is held to be rational and 

piecemeal in nature, the scientific community can easily come to consensus through discussion 

and research.  There is no torturous buildup of empirical evidence against the followers of the 

old paradigm, and there is no final emotional release and breakdown.  Instead, the followers of 

the old paradigm begin to adopt the ontology and methodology of the new paradigm by learning 

a new language.  After incorporating this language into their belief set, they finally switch over 
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into a new value system and become followers of the new paradigm.  Those who have not yet 

made this shift either eventually come to their rational senses or pass away still trying to grasp 

the new language of science.  After this transitional period, the most rational theory has won. 

 In conclusion, Van Fraassen’s linguistic restructuring along with Larry Laudan’s 

piecemeal account of theory change combine to provide a new view of scientific revolution.  By 

describing revolutionary practice without emotional mechanisms, this view avoids many of the 

shortcomings of Van Fraassen’s account of scientific revolution.  More specifically, it better 

preserves the rationality of theory selection and allows for rational consensus among the 

scientific community.  Furthermore, this view provides accounts of both shallow and deep 

revolutions by allowing the piecemeal change of ontology, methodology, and values depending 

on the circumstances.  Ultimately, the preservation of rationality in scientific revolution saves 

scientific advance from being dumb luck or emotional irrationality.  Additionally, this account of 

scientific revolution allows us to define a spectrum of scientific revolutions.  Revolutions that 

occur quickly and result in changes in several of the above categories can be classified as more 

revolutionary than slower and less influential revolutions.  This avoids the difficulty of setting a 

line between normal science and revolutionary science.  The next step is to examine the 

implications of rational theory choice on scientific realism and on the relationship between 

science and reality.  While rational theory choice can perhaps make the scientist sleep a little 

easier, there is no guarantee that a rational scientific method will lead to an accurate picture of 

the world.  After all, as Van Fraassen would surely agree, experience is an imperfect eyeglass. 
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